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ON THE IDEAL STRUCTURE OF C(X)

BY

WILLIAM E. DIETRICH, JR.O

Abstract. The ideal structure of C{X), the algebra of continuous functions from a

completely regular Hausdorff space X to the scalars is analyzed by examining for

fixed A^ßX (the Stone-Cech compactification of X) the structure of the quotient

IA/FA, where Ia [Fa] is the ideal of maps/e C(X) for which

A ccl„ Z(f)       [A <= int„ cl„ Z(/)].

Unless it vanishes, lAIF*- has no minimal or maximal ideals, and its Krull dimension

is infinite. If y is an ideal of C(X) strictly between F* and Ia, there are ideals J and J

of C(X) for which F*<=J<=J<=J<=1* with all inclusions proper. For K^C(X), let

Z(K) = r\{c\BXZ{f) :fe~K). If 7^7 are ideals of C(X) with Z(/)=Z(7) and if / is

semiprime, there is an ideal K strictly between J and /. If / and J are Z-ideals, K can

be chosen to be of the form P r\ I, P a prime ideal of C(X). The maximal ideals of

a semiprime ideal I of C(X) are of the form I« r\I,qe ßX-Z(I). UA^ßX is closed,

Ia is a finitely generated ideal iff A is open.

Let A' be a completely regular Hausdorff space and let F denote the real or

complex numbers. An examination of the ideal structure of C(X), the F-algebra

of continuous mappings from A'to F, along the lines begun in [2] is continued here.

For a subset A of ßX, the Stone-Cech compactification of X, let Ia (Fa) denote

the ideal of functions fin C(X) for which A <= c\0X Z(f) (A<^intex clexZ(f)) where

Z(f) = {x e X:f(x) = 0}. Every ideal of C(X) lies between Ia and FA for appropriate

A (1.3), so that the ideal structure of C(X) can be examined piecewise: it is enough

to obtain information about the ideals of the algebras IA/FA, A^ßX. If A^X,

Ia (Fa) is just the ideal of maps vanishing on A (on a neighborhood of A). This

means the results of [2] apply to suggest that IA/FA is likely to be algebraically

complicated (and that the piecewise approach will not be dramatically simpler

than the global one). This suspicion is confirmed here. In fact the qualitative com-

plexity of IA/FA is shown to be substantially independent of the topological

structure of A: For any AcßX, IA/FA fails to contain either maximal or minimal

ideals, and unless it vanishes, IAjFA has infinite Krull dimension.

Because of this, we are led to examine more closely what can occur between two

ideals of C(X) which both lie between FA and Ia. For a subset / of C(X), set

Z(J) = D {c\BX Z(f) : fe J}. If /£/ are ideals of C(X) with Z(J)=Z(7) and if I is
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semiprime, we can find an ideal of C(X) strictly between / and / (compare [12,

7.7.2, p. 183]). This means if/is an ideal strictly between FA and Ia there are ideals

J and J so that

£"*'<=/ c / e J <= J¿

with all inclusions proper (4.5). By repeating the process we conclude that through

any such J we can thread infinite ascending and descending chains of ideals lying

between FA and Ia. As an application, we show that for a semiprime ideal I,

q->I"r\I is a one-to-one correspondence between ßX—Z(I) and the set of

maximal ideals of I. This has been obtained in [6] for I=IP or Fp, p eßX.

Needless to say, the topology on X is relevant to the structure of C(X). For

example, whether FA and Ia coincide depends topologically on A. (If X is discrete,

this happens for every A, so that the ideal structure of C(X) is completely known in

this case.) In this direction, we show if A^ßX is closed, Ia is finitely generated as

an ideal of C(X) iff A is open (compare [2, Corollary 2, p. 176]). This means if X

is connected, Ia is finitely generated only when it is trivial or all of C(X).

The proof of many of these results is accomplished by exploiting techniques first

developed by C. W. Kohls [7], [8] and first used to exhibit an abundance of prime

ideals in C(X). As existence theorems, our results are positive, but they conclusively

place C(X) outside the range of finitistic algebra. For the analyst, perhaps, they

serve to reinforce the prevailing tendency to concentrate only on the structure of

closed ideals in Banach algebras. To do otherwise, even for primeval C[0, 1], is

to open Pandora's box.

1. Preliminary results. We shall view X as a subspace of ßX. For A^ßX, we

will abbreviate c\BX A, the closure of A in ßX, to cl A or A as convenient.

Lemma 1.1. fe FA iff there is a neighborhood V of A for which V n X^Z(f).

Proof. Because X is dense in ßX, V n X is dense in intiJr V and the condition

is sufficient. If fe FA, Z(f) = X n cl Z(f), so that we obtain the condition with

K=clZ(/).

If A<^ X, let IA (FA) denote the ideal of maps vanishing on A (on a neighborhood

of A). An ideal I is called a Z-ideal if every function whose zero set agrees with

that of some function in I is also in I.

Proposition 1.2. Ia and FA are Z-ideals of C(X) and if A<=X, IA = IA and

FA = FA.

Proof. The statements involving FA follow directly from the above lemma.

Suppose/, g e Ia. Among the compactifications of X it is characteristic of ßX that

cl Z(f) n cl Z(g) = cl [Z(f) n Z(g)] [5, 6.5 IV, p. 86]. This means

A^d[Z(f)nZ(g)]^dZ(f-g),

and hence f-g e Ia. \ffeIA, geC(X), A^c\Z(f)<^c\Z(fg), so Ia is an ideal.

If/e C(X) and Z(f)=Z(g) for some g e Ia, A<=cl Z(g) = cl Z(f), so Ia is a Z-ideal.

Finally since Z(f) = In cl Z(f), A^X implies Ia = Ia.
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The reason Ia and FA are so valuable for the study of the ideal structure of

C(X) is the following.

Theorem 1.3 (McKnight). If J is an ideal of C(X) and A=Z(J), Fa^J<^Ia.

Proof. Z(J) = C\{c\Z(f) :feJ}, so that J<=-IA is clear. Let g e FA. By 1.1,

there is an open neighborhood U of A with Un X<=Z(g). For each yeßX—U

we can find an /„ e J so that y e cl Z(fy). Since ßX is regular we may choose a

neighborhood Uy of y disjoint from clZ(fy). The UyS cover the compact set

ßX-U so for some yu ..., yn eßX, ßX- U^\J«=1 UVi. Set f=If=1fyJVi ej.

Z(f) = n?= i Z(fy) so that cl Z(f) = Of. i cl Z(/yi) and hence

(3 x- Und Z(f) clj^nucl ZtyV() cfjffn cl z(/„,) = 0.
1=1 j=i t=a

This  means Z(f) = Xnc\Z(f)<=Un X<=Z(g); that  is, Z(f)<=intxZ(g). This

allows us to define a continuous function /z by

h(x) = g(x)lf(x),       xeX- intx Z(g),

=  0, XEZ(g).

But then g = hfe J, so FA<^J as required.

This means we can examine the ideals of C(X) by fixing A<^ßX and looking at

the structure of IA/FA. Sometimes there is nothing to examine. For example,

since IA = C\peA Ip and FA = f)peA Fp, if A' is a P-space [5, 4L, p. 63; 7L, p. Ill],

jA = pA for every A^ßX. Examples include discrete spaces and there are others

[5, 4N, p. 64].

Corollary 1.4. If X is discrete, every ideal ofC(X) is of the form Ia, A^ßX.

With the compact-open topology, C(X) becomes a locally w-convex topological

algebra and its continuous dual can be identified with the regular Borel measures

on X of compact support [3, Theorem l(iii), p. 203]. The next result shows,

however, that these measures are oblivious to any algebraic subtleties which may

occur between FA and Ia.

Theorem 1.5. FA is compact-open dense in Ia.

Proof. Let C*(X) denote the subalgebra of C(X) consisting of bounded con-

tinuous functions. For B<=C(X) set B* = Bn C*(X). Let K<=X be compact.

First we show /(£=/&. Let fel*. f=\f\ll2(\f\112 sign /) where (sign/)(x) =

f(x)/\f(x)\ if/(x)^0, sof=gh for some g, heIa with /i^O. g\Kextends to some

g e C*(X) [3, Lemma l(i), p. 201]. If M is the maximum of h on K, h A Me Ia'

because Z(h A M)=Z(h) and Ia is a Z-ideal. Hence g(h A M)eIA', and this

function agrees with/on K. Since the compact-open topology is just the topology

of uniform convergence on the compact parts of X, it is now sufficient to show

FA' is sup norm dense in Ia'.  Let feIA', e>0. Since/ is bounded, it has an
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extension/e C(ßX). A<=cl Z(f)^Z(f), so that U=f-1(c\ (B(0, e/2))) is a compact

neighborhood of A disjoint from the closed set L = {y e ßX : \f(y)\ è «}. Since ßX

is normal, there is an heC(ßX) with 0g«al, /¡|t/=0 and Ä|L=1. If we set

h = h\X, Un X<=-Z(h), so that/A g F-4* and yet ||/-/n||x^ ||/(1 -Ä)||wae.

Lemma 1.6. Z(FA) = A=Z(IA) and if FA^IB, B<=A~.

Proof. The second assertion follows from the first since FA<=/5 implies Z(IB)

^Z(FA). Surely Ä^Z(IA)^Z(FA) so it suffices to show that Z(FA)^J. \fq$J,

there is an fe C(ßX) which vanishes on a neighborhood of A but not at q.

f=f\ XeFA and yet q $ cl Z(f), since cl Z(f)<=Z(f). So q ? Z(FA).
The standard reference on C(X) is [5]. However only real-valued functions are

considered there, and we must on occasion introduce ad hoc arguments to handle

the complex case as well. An example is the following.

Theorem 1.7 (Gelfand-Kolmogoroff). q-^I" is a one-to-one correspondence

between ßX and the set of maximal ideals of C(X).

Proof. For B<=C(X) let Br denote the intersection of B with Cr(X) = C(X, R),

the real-valued continuous functions on X (of course if F=R, Br = B). Let

ZF: C(X, F) -» 0>(X) be the maP ZF(f) = {x e X : /(x) = 0}.

Suppose M is a maximal ideal of C(X). We claim s4=ZF(M) is a real z-ultra-

filter on X (see [5, 2.5, p. 26] for a definition). Since Z(/)=Z(|/|2)=Z(//), stf =

ZR(MT), and since Mr is a proper ideal of Cr(X), sé is a real z-filter on X [5, 2.3,

p. 25]. Suppose & is a real z-filter on X which contains sí. M<^Zíx(¿á)<=-Zf\^),

and exactly as in [5, 2.3], one shows that ZFX(^) is a proper ideal of C(X).

Thus M=Zp%^) and so sJ=ZF(M)=ZF(ZF 1(ßF))=3F. Hence sé is a real z-

ultrafilter on X and Mr = Z^\sé) is a maximal ideal of Cr(I) [5, 2.5, p. 27].

By the usual Gelfand-Kolmogoroff Theorem [5, 7.3, p. 102] Mr = I? for some

qeßX. But if fe M, ff= \f\2 e M„ so q e cl Z(|/|2) = clZ(/) and M^I". By

maximality, M = I". Conversely, /* is a proper ideal of C(X) so it is contained in

some maximal ideal M. By the above M=IP for some/? eßX. F9<^Iq<=^Ip and 1.6

then forces p = q, so that Iq = M is maximal. Finally, we conclude from 1.6 that

the correspondence is one-to-one.

As a sample application we have

Corollary 1.8 [5, 2.11, p. 29]. Every proper prime ideal of C(X) is contained

in a unique maximal ideal.

Proof. Every proper prime P is contained in some maximal ideal. If P^I",

then F"<=P. For if g g Fq, choose fe C(ßX) so that/fa) ^0 and

supp/c intexc\gX Z(g).

Then f=f\ X$Iqyetfg = Q e P. Hence the Gelfand-Kolmogoroff Theorem and 1.6

guarantee that P can be contained in at most one maximal ideal.
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Lemma 1.9. If g e C(X)-FA, g$gIA + FA.

Proof. Suppose instead that g=gf+h for some fe Ia, he Fa. Un X<=Z(h) for

some neighborhood U of A, so that on U n X, g=gf In fact, |g| = |g|(|/| A 1)

on Un X, since if g(x)/0, |/(x)| = \g(x)/g(x)\ = 1. But |/| A 1 has an extension

/' eC(ßX) and since |/| A 1 eIA\ V=Unf'-\B(Q, 1/2)) is a neighborhood of

A in ßX. Because g $ FA, 1.1 guarantees that g(x)#0 for some xeVn X. But

then/"'(x)=|/(x)| A 1 = \g(x)/g(x)\ = 1, which is a contradiction.

This means in particular that if IA¡FA^0, neither IA/FA nor Ia has an identity.

For choose g e Ia —FA. If either has an identity, there is anfe Ia with fg—g e FA,

and hence g e gIA + FA in violation of the lemma. So a distinction should be made

between the ring and algebra ideals of these algebras (see 4.6, 4.7). Ideal will mean

subgroup closed under multiplication from the ring and algebra ideal will mean

subspace closed under multiplication from the ring. Of course if/ is an ideal of

C(X) lying between FA and Ia, it is an algebra ideal of Ia and J/FA is an algebra

ideal of 1A\FA.

Lemma 1.9 allows us to prove the next three assertions exactly as Theorem 1,

Corollary 1 and Theorem 2, respectively, are proved from the lemma in [2J.

1.9 also holds for bounded functions: if ge C*(X) — FA', g^gIA' + FA', and we

could again formally use the proofs of [2] to obtain the following for IA'/FA'

instead of IA\FA.

Theorem 1.10. IA/FA has no minimal (algebra) ideals. In fact if I is a nonzero

ideal of IA/FA, there is an ideal J of C(X) lying between FA and Ia such that

0^JIFA^I.

Corollary 1.11. IA/FA has the descending chain condition on ideals of the form

J/FA, J an ideal lying between FA and Ia iff IA/FA = 0.

Proposition 1.12. IA/FA has the ascending chain condition on ideals of the form

J/FA, J an ideal lying between FA and Ia iffIA¡FA = 0.

One of the highlights of this paper is the stronger version of 1.12 found in 4.4

but much more than Lemma 1.9 is required to obtain it.

2. Finitely generated ideals of C(X). Theorem 3 and its corollaries in [2] are

partially generalized here. For B<=C(X) set Re B = {Ref:fe B} and Im B =

{]mf:feB} (of course if F=R, Im 5=0). For an ideal I of C(X), set BI=

{lifigi '-fieB,gieI with sums finite}. BI is an ideal of C(X) contained in I.

Finally, if ReB=B and r is a positive rational with odd denominator in lowest

terms, let Br = {f'(x)=f(x)r :feB}.

Theorem 2.1. Let Be C(X) and let J be an ideal of C(X)for which Z(J) n A= 0.

Suppose there ¡sage Ia —FA such that for eachfe B we can find a neighborhood U

of A and a 8 > 0 so that 8\f\S\g\ on Un X. Then there is a prime ideal P of C(X)

with

[BIA + FA] n J c pnJnIA g J n Ia.
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Proof. Since BIA + FA<=(B u {g}-FA)IA + FA, we may assume  0^B<=C(X)

-FA. Define p:R->R by

P(y) = l/log2, ytlfl,

= 1/log \jy,       0 < y < 1/2,

= 0, y ^ 0.

peC(R), p(0) = 0, and by L'Hôpitai's Rule, for each a>0, p(y)a/yfoo as ^|0.

Set h = p° \g\ e Ia. Since Z(J) and /I are disjoint closed sets in ßX, they are con-

tained in disjoint neighborhoods S and W and we may select ate C(ßX) which is

Oon Sand 1 on W. t = t\XeJ, by 1.3, so that s = th eJnIA. We claim sa $ BIA + FA

for each a>0. Suppose instead that

sa = 2 /.*•+*
i = l

for some a>0, fie B, gzeIA, 1^/^n, and k e FA. Choose an e (0<e<l) so

small that for 0<y<e, p(y)a/y^\. Find a neighborhood V of A for which

V n X<^Z(k). For each 1 ̂ /^n, there is a neighborhood £/¡ of A and a 8¡>0 such

that Sj|/| ^ |g| on t/¡ n X. Setgí=|g¡| A S¡/n andg'=|g| A 1, and find extensions

g',, g" g C(ßX). Since the g¡"s and g" vanish on A,

U=C\ [¿TW, 8,/n)) rMJJnVn Wng'^(B(0, e))
i = l

is a neighborhood of A. Because g<£ FA, 1.1 gives us an xe i/n X for which

g(x)^0. Because e<l, g' and \g\ agree on U c\ X, so 0<|g(x)|<e. Yet /(x)=l

and for each 1 S/á«. S¡|/¡(x)| ^ |g(x)| and |g¡(x)| <8,/n, so we have

i ^ p(\g(x)\y/\g(x)\ = s°(x)i\g(x)\ ^ 2 iftWi i/.(*)i/i*(*)i -s 2 kiwi/». < i-

This contradiction shows s"eJf~\ Ia— BIa + Fa for each positive integer n. Since

[BIA + FA] n J is an ideal of C(X), we may find a prime ideal F of C(X) containing

it which is disjoint from the multiplicatively closed set {sn : n= 1, 2, 3,...} [5, 0.16,

p. 6].
Observe that if J=C(X), Z(J)= 0 so that 2.1 holds in this case for any A^ßX.

There are a number of situations in which the technical condition on B is satisfied.

For example, suppose FA=£IA and B is locally a finite subset of Ia. That is, suppose

for some finite subset G^IA every element of B restricted to X and some neigh-

borhood of A coincides in modulus with the restriction of some element of G

there. If G = {gu ..., g„} and h e Ia-FA, then set

8= \h\+%\gt\eIA-F\
i = l

The condition on B in 2.1 is satisfied with this g.
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Or again suppose FA + IA and suppose B is countable. If (~\ ZF(B) e ZF(IA) then

the conclusion of 2.1 also holds. For choose he Ia —FA and set

g(x)= \Kx)\+%lt{\fi.x)\ A  1)
i = l Z

where {/„:«= 1, 2, 3,...} is an enumeration of B (with possible repetitions).

Since by assumption

CO

Z(g) = Z(h) n O Z(/) = Z(h) n Z(k) = Z(\h\2+ \k\2)
i = l

for some k e Ia, we have g e Ia. Because h $ FA, g e Ia — Fa. |/| a 1 extends to

some /,' e C(ß X) and because Z(k)^Z(ft)=Z(\f\ A 1), /' vanishes on A. So

U^frHB®, 0) is a neighborhood of A and (1/2')|/| ú\g\ on Ut n X.

Under further restrictions on either A or B the condition H ZF(B) e ZF(IA)

holds automatically. For example if B<^IA and A n X is dense in A (e.g. A<^X),

set fc = 2r=i(l/2i)(|/| A 1). AnX^Xnc\Z(f)=Z(f) so A n X^Or=1Z(fi)

=Z(k), and since A n X is dense in A, A<^c\ex Z(k); that is, k e Ia. For arbitrary

A^ßX, it is not necessarily true that f)ZF(B)eZF(IA) (see 2.10). However if

ZF(B) is a finite subset {Z(/),..., Z(/n)} of ZF(IA), then k = Z?=1ffie Ia and

Z(^) = nr=i Z(/) = n Zf(B). From this last observation we select the following

corollary.

Corollary 2.2. Suppose FA^IA and B is a finite subset of Ia. If J is an ideal

with Z(J) n A= 0, there is a prime ideal P such that

[BIA + FA]nJc pnJnIA ^ J n Ia.

Corollary 2.3. Let X be a compact connected metric space. A proper ideal which

is not contained in any nonmaximal prime cannot be countably generated.

Proof. Let / be a proper ideal generated by a countable set D. I is contained in

a maximal ideal which, by 1.7, must be of the form Ip, peßX=X. D^IP and

I=DC(X)^Re DC(X) + Im DC(X)^Re 01/3/p + Im D1I3IP (since Re/=(Re/)1/3

x (Re/)2'3 e Re D1I3IP, etc.) = [Re D113 u Im D1I3]IP. So if we let B=Re D113

u Im D113, B is a countable set and I+Fp^BIp + Fp. Because A" is a connected

metric space, FP^IP. Applying the above remarks with./ = C(A'), we obtain a prime

ideal P for which I+FP^P n 7pc¿/p. p is contained in some /„, and because F^P,

1.6 forces p=q. Hence /c7+Fp<=Pg/p; that is, / is contained in a nonmaximal

prime ideal.

Theorem 2.4. Suppose A=c\ Z(g) for some g e C(X). If J is an ideal of C(X)

with Z(J) n A= 0, and ifJ n Ia is finitely generated, A is open in ßX.

Proof. Suppose J n Ia is generated as an ideal of C(A") by a finite set D. Then

D<=IA and J n IA= DC(X)cßIA where B is the finite set Re D113 u Im D113.
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Hence [BIA + FA] nJ=Jn Ia and by 2.2, FA = IA. This means that g e FA and

int A = int/,x clexZ(g)=>A=>int A so A=int A is open in ßX.

Lemma 2.5. For each nonnegative g e C(X), there is a positive u e C(X) such that

ug = g A 1.

Proof. Set

u(x) = l/g(x),       g(x) ^ 1,

= 1, g(x) Í 1.

Theorem 2.6. If A^ßX is closed, then Ia [Ia'] is finitely generated as an ideal of

C(X) [C*(X)] iff A is open.

Proof. Suppose Ia is generated by a finite set {fi,.. .,/„}. life F\/=2"=i/gi

for some g¡ g C(X), 1 â/â«, so D?=i Z(/i)<=Z(/) and applying the characteristic

property of ßX [5, 6.5IV],

n ciz(/o = cin z(fi)^dz(f).
i=l ¿ = 1

1.6 implies

A = Z(IA) = f) clZ(/) = cl H Z(f) = cl Z(g)
¡ = 1 i = l

where g = 2f=i |/¡|- Applying 2.4 with J=C(X) we see that A is open in ßX.

Suppose now that Ia' is generated in C*(X) by a finite set D = {gu ..., gn}<^IA'.

Let I be the ideal of C(X) generated by D. Certainly /<=/*. If fe Ia, \f\112 e Ia

and by 2.5 there is a positive ueC(X) such that |/|1/2 = 2"=i/í("_1¿?í) e L So

/= |/|1/2(|/|1/2 sign/) g I and 7^ = 7 is finitely generated. By the above A is open

in ßX, and the proof of one-half of the theorem is complete.

Conversely, suppose A is open (closed) in ßX. Then A' = A n X is open-closed

in X, so xA-, the characteristic function for A', is continuous. Actually xa- e /A*

since A' is dense in A Thus IA^XAdA^XA-C(X)cIA [Ia-<zXaj^czXa,c*(X)^Ia'],

and i4 [Ia'] is generated as an ideal of C(X) [C*(X)] by xa'-

Since /JI is connected when X is, we have as a consequence

Corollary 2.7. // X is connected, an ideal of the form Ia, A^ßX, is finitely gen-

erated only when it is trivial or all ofC( X).

Corollary 2.8. (Compare [2, Corollary 4, p. 177].) If D^C(X) is finite, the

ideal of C(X) generated by D is compact-open closed in C(X) iff' (~) {Z(f) : fe D}

is open in X.

Proof. Let I be the ideal generated by D and set A = f~]{Z(f) :feD} and

A' = C\ {cl Z(f) : fe D}. Since A'=Z(I), FA'^I^IA'.

If iis compact-open closed in C(X), I=IB for some closed Bc X [3, Theorem l(i)].

1.6 implies A' = B, so I=IB = IB = IA' is finitely generated, and A' is open in ßX

by 2.6. Since A = (~) {X n cl Z(f) : fe D} = X n A', A is open in X as required.
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Suppose A is open in X. Since D is finite, A=Z(f) and A' = c\Z(f) for

some fe I. In particular !<=■!'■i' = IA. If g e FA, Z(g) is a neighborhood in X of

Z(f) so [5, ID. 1, p. 21] g=fh £ / for some h e C(X). Thus FA^I^IA. Since A is

open in A", FA = IA and 7=74 is compact-open closed in C(A").

Corollary 2.9. If A is finite and A — X is nonempty, Ia is not finitely generated.

Proof. Otherwise, A is open in ßX by 2.6, and A — X is also. Since A — X is

finite, each of its points is isolated in ßX. But no point of ßX— X is isolated since

X is dense.

In view of [2, Corollary 2, p. 176] we might conjecture that 2.6 holds with

"countably generated" in olace of "finitely generated". This may be true. However

the following shows that something other than 2.1 will be required to obtain it.

A completely regular space is called hemicompact if it is the union of a sequence of

compact parts {Kn}, and every compact set in X is contained in some Kn. Examples

include the locally compact, cr-compact spaces as well as the maximal ideal spaces

of locally w-convex Fréchet algebras [11, 6.2(c), p. 25].

Proposition 2.10. Suppose X is hemicompact and A<=ßX is closed. Then it is

true that H ZF(B) e ZF(IA) for every countable B<^IA iff A n X is dense in A.

Proof. If A n X is dense in A, IA = IAnX is compact-open closed in C(A"). If

B = {gn}'-IA is given. g = Zt°°=i (l/2')(|gi| A 1) is the compact-open limit of a

sequence on Ia. Thus g e Ia so that fl ZF(B) = f)i3Li Z(gz) = Z(g) eZF(IA).

On the other hand, suppose A n X is not dense in A. We first observe that Ia is

not compact-open closed in C(A"). For otherwise [3, Theorem li)], IA = IB where

B=Oi{Z(f) :feIA} = XnZ(IA) = Xn A; that is, IA = IXnA. Since A n X is not

dense in A, we may choose some p e A—c\ A n X and find an/e CijSA") which

vanishes on a neighborhood of cl A n X but not at p. f=f\Xe FAnX<=IAnX = IA,

whereas p $ cl Z(f). This contradiction means Ia is not compact-open closed in

C(A*). Since A" is hemicompact, C(A") is metrizable [1, Theorem 7, p. 486] and there

is a g e C(X) — Ia and a sequence {/„} on Ia with/n->^ uniformly of the compact

parts of X. Set K=\fn\ A \g\ and B = {hn}%=x. Since Z(hn)=Z(fn) u Z(g), hn e Ia.

We observe that hn(x) -+ \g(x)\ pointwise. Because of this, Z(g)<= Hi™ i Z(hi)czZ(g)

so in fact, Z(g) = (~] ZF(B). Since Ia is a Z-ideal, this means f\ ZF(B) cannot be a

member of ZF(IA) without forcing g e Ia, a contradiction.

In particular then, if A<=-ßX— X, there is a countable set B<^IA for which

H ZF(B) $ ZF(IA), and so 2.2 (and hence 2.6) does not follow from 2.1 for this B.

Notice also if X is hemicompact but not compact, there is a sequence {/„} on

C(A") for which cl fir= i Z(f¡) # fïf" i cl Z(ft). For choose q e ßX- X and use 2.10

to find a sequence {/„}<=/« for which C\^iZ(f)^ZF(IA). If it were true that

cinr=iZ(/) = nr=1clZ(/i), then qec\Z(h) where h = 2»i (1/2')(|/,| A l).This
would force OixL1Z(fi)eZF(IQ), a contradiction. This means the characteristic

zero-set property [5, 6.5IV] of ßX does not extend to countable intersections.
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3. Prime ideals in IA/FA.    Let S be a commutative algebra (perhaps without an

identity). An (algebra) ideal F of 5 is prime if whenever fg e P, / g g S, either

fe P or ge P. The Krull dimension of 5 (Krull dim S) is the length of the longest

ascending chain of distinct proper prime algebra ideals of 5. That is, Krull dim S

= sup {n— I : there are n prime algebra ideals P¡ in S with P^P2^ ■ ■ ■ §¡F„}.

As is well known, [9, p. 220] algebras with identity, ascending chain condition

and only one maximal ideal (so-called local Noetherian rings) have finite Krull

dimension. Krull dim S is one of many numerical dimensions one can attach to 5".

All of these carry no simplifying structural information if they are infinite (or even

large in some cases), but this itself is of interest. Thus the analyst, who tends to

regard C(X) philosophically as a primitive or irreducible (witness the Gelfand-

Neumark Theorem), might welcome news that C(X)—even most pieces of C(X)—

cannot be "represented" algebraically in any enlightening way. Such news is

provided here. For we show that if J^I are Z-ideals of C(X) and Z(J) = Z(I),

the Krull dimension of I/J is infinite. In particular if FA^IA,

Krull dim IA/FA = oo.

The proof utilizes machinery of Kohls [7], [8] which is summarized in [5,

Chapters 5 and 14] and briefly reviewed here. The natural order on R induces

(pointwise) a partial order on Cr(X) which is compatible with the algebraic

structure. If F is a proper prime ideal of Cr(X),P is absolutely convex (0á |/| á |g|

with gcF implies/gF) and the quotient map Cr(X) —> Cr(X)/P transports this

order to C,(X)/P and actually makes Cr(X)¡P a totally ordered ring [5, 5.5].

Because of 1.8, Cr(X)/P has only one maximal ideal Ip/P which must be the set of

nonunits in Cr(X)/P.

This means that every element greater than a positive unit is a unit. For suppose

instead that 0<a^s, a, s e Cr(X)/P with a a unit and í a nonunit. We may find

h,feCr(X) with/e/rp such that O^h^f and h + P = a,f+P = s. Because Ip is

prime (and hence convex) h e lrp, so a = h + P e Ip/P is a nonunit. Because Cr(X)/P

is totally ordered, this implies as<l for every a, s e Cr(X)/P, a a nonunit. In

particular, for each positive nonunit a, 0<a< \/n, n= 1, 2,_

Since the prime ideals of Cr(X)/P form a chain [5, 14.3c)], there is a smallest

prime ideal Pa in Cr(X)jP which contains a given positive nonunit ae Cr(X)/P.

a has a positive nth root alln, for if a=f+P,f^0, set alln=flln+P. For b=g+P,

set \b\ = \g\ +P. Because F° consists of elements b e Cr(X)/P at least one of whose

powers belongs to aCr(X)/P, one can use the above remarks to show that

co

(*) Pa = U {beCr(X)/P : \b\ < a1"1}.
i = l

An ideal / is called semiprime if/2 g I implies fe I. Examples include Z-ideals

and, of course, prime ideals. The class of semiprime ideals is actually obtained by

taking arbitrary intersections of primes [10, 4.16, p. 69]. The following proposition
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provides the necessary device for utilizing Kohls' machinery in the complex as well

as the real case.

Lemma 3.1. If F= C and I is a semiprime ideal of C(X), Ir + if = /.

Proof. Recall IT = I n Cr(X). Clearly /r + /7re/. Let/g 7. \f\2=ffe IT and 7r is a

semiprime ideal of Cr(X), so |/| =(|/|1/2)2 e Ir and hence \f\ll2ef. |/|1,2(sign/)

is continuous so /= |/| 1,2(|/|ll2 sign/) g /rC(J!0c [7r + /7r]C(A-) = /r + //r, because

Ir + Hr is an ideal.

Theorem 3.2. Let I be a Z-ideal and P a prime ideal of C(X). If I, P<^I"for some

q e ßX but /<£F, then there is a prime ideal g of C(X) containing P for which

Fn7g g n / g 7.

Proof. Choose/G I—P. There is a positive u e C(X) for which \f\2u= |/|2 A 1

(2.5). If we set A = «|/|2, h lies in the Z-ideal iand because F is a proper prime and

t/ is a unit, h e Ir—Pr. Because 0:£Aíí 1,

g(x) = 2 4«l,n(*)
i = l  z

is continuous and since Z(g)=Z(h), g eIr. Let a denote h + Pr in the residue class

ring Cr(X)IPr. Pr is a prime ideal of Cr(X) and a1/B^0 in the order on Cr(X)/Pr.

Actually since h1"1 $ Pr, a1,B>0. Because A1"1 e/<=/«, alln is a positive nonunit in

Cr(X)¡Pr. So for all n, m = 1, 2,..., 0 < alln < 1 ¡m.

Let Pa be the smallest prime ideal of Cr(X)/Pr which contains a. We claim

g+Pr$Pa. For g^2-2nhl'2n and 2-2n>a1/2B, so that

g + Fr ^ 2-2n(A1/2"+Fr) ê a1/2na1,2B = a1/B.

Since this holds for all n, (*) implies that g+Pr $Pa.

There is a prime ideal F' of Cr(X) containing Pr such that P'¡Pr=Pa, and we

haveg e Ir-P'. If F=R, we set g=F'. Becauseg e i- g n 7and A g g n I-P n /,

we have F n /gg n /§;/as required. If F=C, set P"=P' + iP'. P" is an ideal of

C(X) and he P" n I—P n /. Because F' is prime, the multiplicatively closed set

S={g'1 : n= 1, 2,...} is disjoint from P", and we may find a prime ideal g con-

taining P" which is disjoint from S [5, 0.16]. By 3.1, P=PT + iPT^P' + iP' =P"cz Q.

Because g g /- g n / and h e Q n I-P n I we see that F n /g g n /g /.

Lemma 3.3. Leí / Ae an /flea/ o/ C(X). If K is a proper prime ideal of the ring I,

there is a proper prime ideal P of C(X) such that K=P n /.

Proof. First observe that K is an ideal of C(X). For ifZGC(A') and peK,

fpel and (fp)2=f(fp)pe K, so that fp e K. Since 7— K is a nonempty multi-

plicatively closed set, there is a prime ideal F of C(X) disjoint from I—K which

contains K. Clearly F ri I=K.
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Theorem 3.4. ///g I are ideals of C(X) with Z(J) = Z(7) and if I is a Z-ideal, then

the Krull dimension of I/J is either 0 or co.

Proof. If Krull dim///#0, 77/ contains a proper prime ideal Q. Q = K/J for

some proper prime ideal of K of /containing/, and (3.3) K=P n /for some proper

prime ideal P of C(X). P^I" for some qe ßX. Set A=Z(J) = Z(I). By 1.3, FAcj

cKcI^IA. FA^K^P^P and 1.6 implies q e A. Thus /, P<=F9. I<£P (otherwise

K=I). and we apply 3.2 to obtain a prime ideal P, of C(X) such that K^PX n /çz/.

Q1=P1 n I/J is a proper prime algebra ideal of /// and Q^Qi- We repeat this

process on QY to obtain a proper prime Q2 with Qg¡ öi£ Q2, and continuing this

indefinitely, we obtain an ascending chain of distinct primes of///of any desired

length.

Corollary 3.5. IfJ^Iare Z-ideals ofC(X) andZ(J) = Z(I), Krull dim ///=oo.

Proof. Pick h e I—J. Because / is a Z-ideal, it is disjoint from

5= {/," : n = 1,2,...}.

Choose a prime ideal P of C(A") containing / and disjoint from S. P n I/J ¡s a

proper prime ideal of /// so that Krull dim ///>0, and the result follows from 3.4.

1.6 now yields

Corollary 3.6. Unless it vanishes, IA/FA has infinite Krull dimension.

4.9 below shows that the hypothesis Z(J)=Z(I) in 3.4 is essential. And although

3.5 holds just as well if we assume only that / is semiprime, we cannot replace

"Z-ideals" by "semiprime ideals" in 3.5. Consider for example, an upper (prime)

ideal / in Cr(A) with immediate (prime) predecessor/ [5, p. 200]. 0 is a proper prime

in /// and if 0<=Pg/// is a prime, there is a prime Q of Cr(A) containing / with

Q n I¡J=P. Since the prime ideals of Cr(X) containing / form a chain [5, 14.3c)],

(2C/ or /<=£?. /<£ Q, since P^I/J. Thus J<=- (2§¡/ and because / is an upper ideal,

g=/andP = 0. So Krull dim///= 1.

Because of 3.6 it is sensible to examine topological conditions on A which make

IA/FA nontrivial. There are a number of them. For example suppose X is con-

nected,/is a nonzero nonunit in C(A") and A=Z(f) or clZ(/). Then/e Ia — Fa,

since otherwise there is an open neighborhood U of A inßX w\\hZ(f)= X n c\Z(f)

<= U n X<^Z(f). This makes Z(f) open-closed in X, and because X is connected,

this implies/is either zero or a unit. If X is metrizable, every closed set A<= X is

of the form Z(f),fe C(X), so IA\FA will then vanish only in the trivial cases A = 0

or X. Although not every closed set in ßX is of the form cl Z(f),fe C(X) (2.10),

sets of this kind form a base for the closed sets in ßX [5, 6E.1, p. 94].

For a locally compact space A", let C0(X) [CC(A")] denote the continuous functions

X-> F which vanish at co [off a compact set]. If Xm = X u {co} is the one-point

compactification of X, C0(X) is /°° and CC(A") is F°° in C(A"œ). Yet if X is not

countably compact (or cr-compact but not compact), C0(X)^CC(X) [5, 7G.2, p.

109], so we may apply 3.6 to obtain
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Corollary 3.7. If X is locally compact but not countably compact (or a-compact

but not compact), C0(X) has infinite Krull dimension.

No point of ßX- X is of the form cl Z(f),fe C(X). No a g ßX- X can be of the

form Z(f), fe C(ßX), either; in fact, such sets contain a copy of the Stone-Cech

compactification of the natural numbers [5, 9.5, p. 132]. Nevertheless for some X,

there are points q eßX- X with /«/F'/O.

Proposition 3.8. If X is a noncompact connected metric space, /"/F" does not

vanish for some q e ßX— X.

Proof. There is a proper countably infinite D^X with no limit points in X.

D is closed in X, so D = Z(f) for some/e C(X). Because ßX is compact, a g cl Z(f)

for some qeßX—X. If fe F", there is a neighborhood U of q with U n X<=

Z(f)=D. Because X is dense in ßX and D has no limit point in X, U n X is a

nonempty open-closed set in X. So X— U n Xe D, a contradiction. Thus

fel^-F".

Obviously this argument shows 7P/FP^0 for every peßX which lies in the

ßA'-closure of a fixed proper subset of X which has no limit point in X. Not every

point of ßX need be such a limit, but for X=R and the sequence 7V={1, 2,...},

dßRN=ßN [5, p. 91] and card ßN=2c [5, 90, p. 139]. Thus even for a fixed

sequence, quite a few limit points can accumulate in this way.

Since IA = (~)peA Ip and FA = C\peA Fp, if Ip/Fp vanishes for each p e A, IA\FA

does also. The converse is false: if A' is a disconnected compact perfect metric

space (e.g. a Cantor set), I"/Fp^0 for every/?, yet A"contains a proper open-closed

set A. However if A<=ßX is finite, the converse holds. For if fe Ip — Fp, p e A, we

may choose disjoint neighborhoods of A — {p} and p and find age C(ßX) vanishing

on the neighborhood of A — {p} but not at p. Then f(g \ X) e Ia — FA. So if X is a

noncompact connected metric space, there are finite sets A^ßX—X of every size

for which F7FV0.

Other conditions are possible. Call a point y e Y a F-point for Y if Iy = Fy. If

Co(X) — 0(as happens if A'is a proper noncyclic subgroup of R), and if a eßX— X

is a F-point for the space ßX- X, then IQ = F". This follows from [5, 7F, p. 109].

This condition may not be very useful, since for the rationals g, Co(g) = 0 but

ßQ—Q has no F-points [5, 60.5, p. 97]. If Fis a locally compact a-compact space,

the set of non-F-points for the space ßT-Tis dense in ßT-T[5, 9M.3, p. 138], but

it is not clear that F W when q is a non-F-point for ßT- T (see [5, 6T.2, p. 99]).

4. Maximal ideals in IA/FA.

Lemma 4.1. Let I be a semiprime ideal of C(X). Suppose K^I and one of the

following is true:

(a) K is a maximal ideal of the ring I.

(b) K is a maximal algebra ideal of the algebra I.

(c) K is an ideal of C(X) and there are no ideals of C(X) strictly between K and I.

Then K=P n I for some proper prime ideal P of C(X).
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Proof. Because of 3.3 it is sufficient to show that in each case, K is prime in the

ring /. Observe first that I2, the ideal of C(A") generated by products fg,f, g e I,

is just/. For clearly/2c/. Let/e/. \f\2=ffel, so |/| 6/and hence |/|1/2e/and

l/l1'4 e /. g= l/l1'2 sign/E C(A-), so h=\f\llAg e I and hence/= |/|1/4A e I2.

(a) If K is not prime in / there are figel—K with fg e K. Let Z denote the

integers. Zf+If+K and Zg + Ig + K are ideals of / properly containing K, so by

condition (a) they must both be /. Thus P = (Zf+If+K) (Zg + Ig + K)cZfg + Ifg

+ Kf+Kg + K2<^K. Since I=I2 we have a contradiction.

(b) Again if K is not prime in /, there are fg el— K with fge K. Ff+If+K

and Fg + Ig + K are algebra ideals of / properly containing K, so by condition (b)

they are both /. Thus I=I2<=Ffg + Ifg + Kf+Kg + K2^K, a contradiction.

(c) Finally, if K is not prime in I and/ g e I—K with fge K, fC(X) + K and

gC(X) + K are ideals of C(A") contained in / but properly containing K, so by

condition (c) they are both /. Again, /= I2(^fgC(X) + K+ K2^ K, a contradiction.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose /gi / are ideals of C(X) with Z(J)=Z(I). If I is semiprime,

there is an ideal of C(X) strictly between J and I.

Proof. Suppose no such ideal exists. Then by 4.1(c), /=P n I for some proper

prime ideal P of C(A'). In particular / is semiprime, and this implies that there are

no ideals K of Cr(A") strictly between Jr and Ir. For otherwise, for F= C,

Jr + iJr g K+iK^ Ir + ilr

and 3.1 implies J^K+iK^I.

We will now use the Kohls machinery to construct an ideal K of Cr(A") between

Jr and Ir and obtain the required contradiction. Since /r#/r we may choose some

fe Ir — PT. g=P £ If—Pt and we observe that a=g + Pr is a positive nonunit in the

totally ordered ring Cr(X)/Pr. For P<=/« for some qeßX and since/cp, qeZ(J)

=Z(I) and thus a e I?/PT, the set of nonunits of Cr(X)/Pr. Let L denote the ideal

generated by a. We claim a1'2 $L. If instead all2 = sa for some s e Cr(X)/Pr, a112 is

a nonunit so sa112 < 1, and hence

a1'» = sa = (sall2)a112 < a112,

a contradiction. all2=gll2+Pr, so if N=p~1(L) where p: Cr(X) -+ Cr(X)/Pr is the

quotient map, g1'2 £ TV. Set K=N n Ir. Certainly

Jr = Pr n Ir c TV n Ir = K c IT.

Because Ir is semiprime, g112 e Ir — K. Since also geK—Jr, we have Jr^K^Ir,

which is the desired contradiction.

4.2 holds in particular if / is a Z-ideal, although we could derive it from 3.2 and

4.1 in this case. For a genuine example, consider Q^P prime ideals of C(A"). The

argument in 1.8 shows that Z(Q) = Z(P), and 4.2 then yields an ideal between P

and Q—even in the (frequent) case when there are no prime ideals between them

(see [5, p. 200]).
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Corollary 4.3. Suppose J^I are ideals of C(X) with Z(J) = Z(I). If I is semi-

prime, I¡J has no maximal (algebra) ideals.

Proof. If M is a maximal ideal in the ring I/J, M=KjJ for some maximal ideal

K in the ring / which contains J. By 4.1(a), K=P n 7 for some (prime) ideal F of

C(X). In particular, AT is an ideal of C(X). Since J^K^I, Z(K)=Z(I) and applying

4.2, we find an ideal A" of C(X) strictly between K and 7. The ideal K'/J in the

ring /// is proper and properly contains M, which is a contradiction.

Similarly, since K'/J is an algebra ideal of the algebra ///, we may apply 4.1(b)

and 4.2 to see that I/J also has no maximal algebra ideals.

Corollary 4.4. (Compare [2, Theorem 4, p. 177].) IA/FA has no maximal or

minimal (algebra) ideals.

Proof. Z(IA) = A=Z(FA) and 4.3 implies the first part. The second is just 1.10.

Corollary 4.5. If J is an ideal of C(X) strictly between FA and Ia, there are

ideals J and J of C(X) so that

FA<=JczJczJcI*

with all inclusions proper.

This follows from 4.2 and 1.10. The distinction implicit in 4.4 and 4.5 between

algebra ideals, ring ideals and ideals of C(X) lying between FA and Ia is a real one.

Proposition 4.6. Every fe Ia —FA is contained in an ideal of Ia containing FA

which is not an algebra ideal of Ia (and hence not an ideal of C(X)).

Proof. I=Zf+fIA + FA is an ideal of Ia containing/and FA, and yet if a g Fis

not an integer, af$ I. For otherwise, af=nf+fg + k, ne Z, g e Ia, ke FA, so that

(a-n)fefIA + FA.

Since aj^n,fefIA + FA which contradicts 1.9.

Proposition 4.7. Suppose A is the zero-set of some fe C(X). Then every algebra

ideal ofIA lying between FA and IA is an ideal ofC(X) iffSA, the boundary of A in X,

consists of at most one point.

Proof. If 8A is empty, A is open so that FA = IA. If 8A ={p} and 7 is an algebra

ideal of IA with g el, ke C(X), define A e IA by

A(x) = k(x) — k(p),       x g X— intx A,

0., xe A.

A is well defined and continuous because 8A—{p}. gk — k(p)g=g[k — k(p)]=gh eI,

and since 7 is an algebra ideal, gk e I as required.

Conversely, suppose the algebraic condition is satisfied. A =Z(f) for some/e C(X),

and J=Ff+fIA + FA is an algebra ideal of IA containing FA. By assumption,
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gfej for each g e C(X). Thus for some a e F, heIA, k e FA, (g-a)f=fh + k.

Choose a neighborhood U of A in X on which k vanishes, and for each p e 8A,

select a net {xe} on U n X—A which converges to p. Since f(xe)=/=0 for all ß,

g(xß)-a = f(xe)h(xß)lf(xß) = h(xB)^0.

But g(xB) -> g(p), so g(p) = oc for each /? e d/1. That is, every continuous function

on X is constant on 8A. This certainly implies 8A has at most one point.

Topological considerations can come into play in other ways. For example, if

A is a nonempty nondense open set in a connected metric space X, then FA/FA^0.

(Here A denotes the closure of A in either X or ßX: since clx A^c\BX A, we may

assume A=c\xA.) For choose fe C( X) with Z(f) = A. Because X is connected,

feIA — FA and since IA = FA, fe FA — FA. This has an interesting algebraic con-

sequence because of the following.

Proposition 4.8. Unless it vanishes, FA/FA has no minimal or maximal (algebra)

ideals, and its Krull dimension is infinite.

Proof. I f / is a nonzero ideal of FA/FÄ and /+ FÄeI- {0}, {In =fnIA + FÄ/FÄ}zf= 1

is a descending sequence of distinct ideals of FA/FÄ containing /(cf. 1.10). Z(FÄ)

= Z(FA) implies FA\FA cannot have a maximal ideal (4.3). Finally since FA and

FA are Z-ideals, 3.5 implies Krull dim FA/FA = co.

The next result has been obtained elsewhere for 1=1" and F", p e ßX [6].

Theorem 4.9. If I is a semiprime ideal ofC(X), the map q -> /" n I isa one-to-one

correspondence between ßX—Z(I) and the set of maximal (algebra) ideals of I.

Proof. It is well known [10, p. 49] that

l/lnl« X I+I"II",       qeßX.

If q$Z(I), I"^I+I" and 1.7 implies that I+Iq = C(X) and I/I n I« is a field.

Thus /" n I is a maximal (algebra) ideal of /. If p and q are distinct points of

ßX-Z(I), choose a neighborhood U of Z(I) u {/?} not containing q and find an

feC(ßX) which vanishes on U but not at q. f\XeIp n I-I" n I (1.3), so a->

I" n lis 1-1.

Finally, let / be a maximal (algebra) ideal of /. 4.1 implies that J=P n I for

some proper prime ideal P of C(A'). F9<=P<=IQ for some q £|3A'(cf. 1.8). If we set

A=Z(I),
fAv{q)   c  J _   p ^ J c    íXulí)

and hence Z(J) = A u {q}. This means q $ A since otherwise Z(J)=Z(I), and we

would contradict 4.2. But then J=P n 1^1" n /c¿/ and by the maximality of/,

/=/" n I as required.

In particular, if A^ß.X is closed and qi A, there are no ideals between I" n Ia

and Ia. Thus the condition Z(J) = Z(I) in 3.4 and 4.2 is essential even when both /

and / are Z-ideals. However, it is not known whether 4.2 holds if only this zero-set
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condition is assumed. For example, let/be a nonnegative function vanishing only

at a nonisolated point/? and set

J=  UfaC(X)   and   /=//„.
a> 1

J^I are ideals of C(X) and although / is not semiprime (/2 g / but/^/ by 1.9),

and although there are no ideals between J and / of the form P n I, P prime, we

can still construct an infinite ascending chain of ideals of C(X) between / and J.

The easy but unenlightening proof is left for the interested reader.
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